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ABSTRACT 

This report presents a brief description of a programmable» 

logic equipment intended for ultrasound periodic inspections 

of power reactor pressure vessels and outlines a solution for 

inspecting the circumferential weld on pressure vessel head. 

Command words are taken from a punched tape reader. Czechoslovak 

RAM memories are used. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Some problems associated with periodic inspections of 

power reactor pressure vessels have been dealt with in /1/. In 

doing these operations on nuclear power stations it is neces

sary to take into account the specific conditions under which 

said inspections must be carried out. First of all, the time 

available for performing the inspection is limited. This re

quires a good organisation of the work. In addition, the atten

dance of the inspection equipment must be as simple as possible 

in order to minimise the number of possible errors of the ope

rators on account of insufficient time. Moreover, the equipment 

will be situated in a reactor hall, i.e. in an environment con

taminated. Consequently, there is a danger of contaminating the 

controlling elements by the operator. It would be therefore de

sirable that both the operation of the equipment and the print

out of data were performed from a separate clean room, minimising 

thereby the interventions of the operator into the equipment. 

In /2/ the author describes an equipment with solid state 

logic whose conception i3 more suitable for laboratory con

ditions than for the conditions occuring on power station. Each 

inspection on a power station must be preceded by preparing the 

equipment on a laboratory specimen which involves verifying the 

equipment function, the adequacy of preset gating pulses, deter

mining the sensitivity of individual probes, and presetting the 

amplification of the preamplifiers for each step. This must be 

carried out for each measuring head. Each weld requires to use 

two measuring heads. It is therefore necessary to include into 

this preparatory stage all the operations which speed up the 

progress of inspection on the power station. 

2 . TKE_C0NCE?TIOK_gP_raOG^MMABLE_LOgiC 

From the algorithm (given for each type of measuring 

head in /2/, table 1) it is seen that in each step there works 

one generator and one or two preamplifiers. It is furthermore 
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seen frora the operation in each step, «hat a gating pulse is 

to be generated for the preamplifiers, what pulse should be 

generated for the measuring circuits, and what operation will 

be done (whether measurement or a check of the electronics) • 

It is therefore possible to attribute to each circuit of the 

apparatus a memory (RAM memory) whose each line contains a com

mand wore with an information which circuit is to operate in 

n. given -tep. The commands may be written into the memory before 

the beginning of the measurement (e.g. from the punched tape); 

the operation of the pertinent circuit in the given measuring 

cycle is performed by cyclical reading of one line of the memory 

after another with a frequency corresponding to duration of one 

step (25C/Hsec). Changing the measuring head requires only to 

record into the memories the command words corresponding to the 

second algorithm* The algorithms, debugged for each measuring 

head on the laboratory specimen in the preparatory stage prior 

to the periodical inspection, may be recorded on a suitable me

dium (e.g. on a punched tape or magnetic tape) and the recording 

equipment (e.g. the punched tape reader) may be connected with 

the apparatus oy means of a cable from a clean room. 

In Czechoslovak conditions it is possible to use in the me

mories mentineu above the Tesla circuits MH 7489 or MH 74S201, 

the former having in one integrated circuit 16 x 4 bits and 

enabling to foi-m a memory with a capacity of up to 4704 N-bit 

words. For the purposes of controlling the apparatus for periodic 

inspection it is sufficient to use memories with 64 x 4 and 

64 x 8 bits. 64 lines enable to work with up to 64 steps, and 

a 4-bit or an 8-bit word is sufficient for controlling all func

tions or circuits. This technique has been verified, and the 

commands have been recorded into memories from the punched tape 

reader (PTR). In the course of the recording, the punched tape 

reader has been operated normally in the START-STOP mode, the 

leading track being used for stopping, and the concordance bet

ween the command word of the PTR and the output of the memory 
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serving as START signal for the ?TR. \fter recording all the me
mories (which has been done one after another)» all used memories 
have been read in parallel, line after line, the frequency of 
steps being provided from the internal clock generator of the 
equipment for periodic inspections* 

The circuits MH 74S201 have 256 x 1 bit3 in one circuit, so 
that connecting в circuits enables to obtain a memory with 
256 x 8 bits, A common memory together with buffers nearby the 
controlled circuits are sufficient for controlling the whole 
apparatus. 

If ive uoe 10 controlled circuits at the beginning of each 
step, 10 command words will be read with a frequency of 10 11Hz 
from the memory, then they are recorded into corresponding buffer 
memories, and only thereafter the step is started» In this version 
the memo:» у is more simple and tie printed board may be performed 
more easi Ly. This method of control is described hereinafter. 

3 . J£scTioH_gp_raE_cgiirogL_sECTioN 

Let us consider a memory having 512 x 8 bits which for 

10 ccmmand word ? Tor each otep enables to work with 51 steps. 

Connection of t.-ie memory is shown in fig. 1, fig. 2 shows the 

scheme of the control section. The commands are arranged on the 

punched tape in the following sequence: control word (it is not 

yet a command), and then follow command words for the whole step: 

they start with the command word of the generator (A), then 

follow the preamplifiers-(B), beginning of the gate (C), end of 

the gate (D), address of the corresponding display (E), the in

strument for measuring the distance and for the control function 

(F), amplification of sectional amplifier of measuring transducers 

(G), amplification of sectional amplifier of auxiliary transducers 

(H), and required delay in the probe (I), whereupon there follows 

a command for the generator in the second step, etc» The command 

words have 8 bits and the commandi: are recorded in binary form» 

file:///fter
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3.1. 2£;iít?£irá-£Í2£§6E 

The signals from the punched tape reader are trans

ferred on the TTL level for the functional tracks by means 

of the converters MZH 165 and by means of the resistor divider 

for the leading track. 3efore starting the recording it is ne

cessary to switch the pushbutton Tl into the position " WRITE ", 

thereby resetting (via the HI gate) the address counter (AC) 

and the flip-flop circuit 1 (FFCl) and opening the gates 

G2, G3, G4 and G5. The memory is blocked by the level "1" on 

inputs V, while on W is "0". 

As the first it will be read from the punched tape 

(PT) the "command symbol" which has "1" in the bit 2'• It re

verses the flip-flop circuit 1 (PPCl), and via the gate G4 it 

will bring onto the address reader a pulse which sets all the 

bits to equal "1". On reading another symbol from the punched 

tape, a pulse from the leading track will be transferred via 

the gate G2 onto the address reader input which will assume 

the state 000000000000 (we address the first cell of each cir

cuit MH 74S201 of the first row) and, via G5 and G7, a pulse 

for performing the record will be fed onto Vj with a delay 

of some 5/Hsec, because the input V, is released by the memory 

from the decoder, while Vj- is blocked. The pulse from the 

leading track will reverse also the flip-flop circuit 2 (PPC2) 

and stops the punched tape reader. Now, with a delay of some 

30 pisec, another pulse is generated and via G3 transferred on 

the input '.V and via G5 on the input Vj of the memory. The re

corded information is now read and compared whether the infor

mation given by the PTR and that read from the memory are iden

tical. The concordance is evaluated by the comparator which 

generates a conmand on the ?PC2 to generate a command "START" 

for the IXR, The next pulse from the leading track will again 

stop the punched tape reader, and the operations described here

inbefore are repeated. After recording 256 symbols into the first 



row of the circuits Iffl 74S201 the recording is switched to pro
ceed on the second row (the input V,j is opened). The recording 
of the corresponding row is controlled by memory decoder which 
evaluates the state of bits within the region 2 - 2 from 
the address reader. The recording will be terminated either by 
a signal requesting to lift the arm of the PTR or by a signal 
from the third output of the decoder of memories (in case that 
all the bits have been recorded properly). In performing the 
recordt the gate G9 is closed* 

3 • 2. Controlling^the_a2p^ratus_by-readin^ethe_comme^-words 

In this regime the pushbutton PI will be switched 
into "READ" position. The gates G2, 63 and 64 are closed, while 
G9 is open* Reading of the memory is controlled by a built-in 
clock generator (CG) of the apparatus. On the inputs of the me
mory W -.here is permanently "1", the gates 67 are open via G5. 
The reading starts by the pulse "CYCLE RESETTING", which, via 
Gl, zeroes the address counter (AC). The clock pulses with 
a frequency of 10 MHz are led via 69 on the address counter in
put as well as on the input of the line counter (LC). Each 
pulse increases the state of the address counter and the line 
counter by one. This enables to deliver individual words onto 
the output bus. Connected to the output bus are the buffer me
mories formed by the circuits MH 747^ or by the counters 
MH 74193, into which the individual commands are recorded. The 
recording is controlled by the line decoder (LD) which evalua
tes the instantaneous state of the line counter (LC). After 
recording all buffers, the following output of the line decoder 
closes the gate G10 and generates a pulse for beginning the 
step. The following step will be again initiated by transferring 
a pulse from Об (after expiration of 25СуИвес) which zeroes 
the line counter and enables to read further group of commands 
from the memory by the procedure described above. 
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These memories are recorded always in the same sequen-
:efore starting each step. They have 8 bits and are formed 
- ".И:? by memories MH 7475 for circuits with preset address 

that circuit is addressed which is to operate), or by 
г.гэгэ MH 74193 with 8-bit arrangement for circuits which 
• given step perform certain time sequences. 
The control of generators and preamplifiers presupposes 
operation of up tc 30 generators and 30 preamplifiers. 
rit 2* of memory (k) is intended for distinguishing the 
„: of generators of auxiliary transducers from that of mea-

х:\.гщ transducers. Th'2 bit 2 5 of memory (A) decides which 
V--'-г °f preamplifiers addressed by memory (B) operates in the 

::-::-, step with the gate Gl (i.e. only on the beginning of the 
;: for electronics с neck purposes) and which with the gate 
.«е. in the balance of time period of the step in which 

::? noasurement occurs )• 
?or generating th? measuring gates the counters Iffi 74193 

Í -. aed. T'ae command word (C) records into the first 8-bit 

лег a number which corresponds to the beginning of the 
•J.'-? in ŷ sec (measured from the emitting pulse), while the 
-„".'.and word (D) recorls into the second 8-bit counter a nuro-
- wiich corresponds to the end of the required gate. At the 
...r.ning of starting the step, 1 MHz-pulses are fed on the 
•;••:.-• z of both counter 3. Of paramount importance are the states 
-vr;.ch the counters zero. Reaching the zero in the first 

:-r reverses the corresponding flip-flop circuit into 
create wl", while reaching zero in the second counter re-
7H the flip-flop circuit into thu state И0 Я. As the out-
•*? the flip-flop circuit we require a gate enabling to se-

,-. '•!<: beginning and end between 0 and 255/иеес. In recording 
omi.iand (C) into the counter the flip-flop circuit is 

...:ys zeroed. 
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The command words (E) and (?) are intended for controlling 
the indication of the control functions and displays. The con
trol of amplifier amplification used for compensating the dis
tances of the indicated flaw is performed in the central electro
nics on group amplifiers. Required v<lue of the control voltage 
is set in binary form using command . ords (G) (for the amiifier 
of the measuring transducers) and (H) (for the amplifier of 
auxiliary transducers). This value ir converted into an analog 
value via 8-bit D/A converters. The last word (I) determines 
the delay or" signal in the probe in enths of rtjsec for the 
purposes of distance meter. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The report presents two alternatives of programmable 
logic corresponding to the 2nd generation of the apparatus 
for performing ultrasound periodic inspections oi reactor 
pressure vessels. Rather than detailed schemes, only the con
ception of the device is described. T.ie apparatus will enable 
to use any measuring heads coming into consideration for ope
rational inspection. The algorithm of instrument function is 
supposed to be controlled by a microprocessor as soon as ne-
сеззагу conditions for thie technology are established in 
Czechosl Dvalcia. 
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LIST OP KaPSSižKCSS 

AC1 
ADR 
?EA 

СЕЫ 

Di 
Ш 
Do 
DRLCR) 
PPC1 
??C2 
GGP 
GK 
GS 
iR 
LC 
LD 
? 
PA 
PT 
PTR 
V 

acoustic coupling of the first probe 
address bus 
check of electronics wher auxiliary transducer 
is used as emitter 
check of electronics wher measuring transducer 
is used as emitter 
data input 
distance raeter 
data output bus 
direct reflection freo left (right) 
flip-flop circuit 1 
flip-flop circuit 2 
generator of gate pulses 
gated nemory 
generator of steps 
indirect reflection 
line counter 
line decoder 
push button 
preamplifier 
punched tape 
punched tape reader 
input "chip select" 
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